2010 chevy hhr problems

Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Consumer Reports obtains its reliability data from a
questionnaire that is sent to subscribers. In the questionnaire, we ask subscribers to note any
problems with their cars that occurred in the past 12 months. They are asked to identify
problems that they considered serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime. A typical
model has about to samples for each model year. For some model years, typically those of older
or less popular cars, we do not have a large enough sample size to provide results of statistical
confidence. There are several ways in which a savvy car buyer can still research the quality of a
car. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received
this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information
here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance?
Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. Used One drawback of that styling is the small
and short windows, which inhibit the view out. A rear-view camera is optional. The ride is OK.
Though it's not particularly agile in normal driving, handling is ultimately secure. Standard
stability control significantly improves emergency handling. There are 4 recalls on this vehicle.
Learn More. Overall Reliability. View Recalls. No Detailed Data Available Consumer Reports
obtains its reliability data from a questionnaire that is sent to subscribers. If the ignition switch
moves from the run position to accessory, the car would stall and the air bags will not deploy in
the event of a crash, increasing the risk of personal injury to the occupants. Read Recall Details.
What should you do:. GM vehicle owners requiring additional information on that recall
campaign should contact GM at Chevrolet , Pontiac or Saturn. Potential Number of Units
Affected: Hide Recall Details. If the key can be removed from the ignition when the ignition is
not in the "off" position, the vehicle could roll away: a for an automatic transmission, if the
transmission is not in the "Park" position; or b for a manual transmission, if the parking brake is
not engaged and the transmission is not in the "Reverse" position. This potential for rollaway
increases the risk for a crash and occupant or pedestrian injuries. In the affected vehicles, the
key can be removed from the ignition when the ignition is not in the "Off" position. The recall
began on April 18, Chevrolet owners may contact General Motors at , Pontiac owners at , and
Saturn owners at General Motors' number for this recall is for the ignition lock cylinder and key
replacement, and for only key replacements. Note: Until a vehicle has been remedied, owners
and operators are advised that when exiting, to be sure that the vehicle is in "Park," or in the
case of a manual transmission, that the vehicle is in the "Reverse" position and the parking
brake is engaged. If power steering assist is lost, greater driver effort would be required to steer
the vehicle at low speeds, increasing the risk of a crash. In the affected vehicles, there may be a
sudden loss of electric power steering EPS assist that could occur at any time while driving. GM
will notify owners, and dealers will perform one of four bulletins. Parts are not currently
available. GM expects to send an interim notification around May 28, When parts are available,
owners will be mailed a second letter to come in to have the applicable bulletin applied. Dealers
will replace the EPS motor. Dealers will replace the torque sensor assembly. Dealers will replace
the torque sensor assembly and EPS motor controller unit. Dealers will replace the EPS motor
controller unit. The recall began on July 17, Owners may contact Chevrolet at , Saturn at , and
Pontiac at GM's number for this recall is N If the key is not in the run position, the air bags may
not deploy if the vehicle is involved in a crash, increasing the risk of injury. This defect can
affect the safe operation of the airbag system. Until this recall is performed, customers should
remove all items from their key rings, leaving only the ignition key. The key fob if applicable ,
should also be removed from the key ring. On March 27, , GM notified the agency that the
defective ignition switches may have been used as service replacement parts on other vehicles,
and as a result GM will be recalling certain model year Chevrolet Cobalt, Saturn Sky, and
Pontiac G5 and Solstice, and Chevrolet HHR vehicles. This expansion represents an additional ,
vehicles. GM will notify owners, and dealers will replace the ignition switch, free of charge. An
interim notification was issued to owners of and earlier models on March 10, , informing them of
the safety defect. Owners of and later vehicles will be mailed an interim letter on April 21, All
affected owners will receive another letter once parts are available. Owners may contact
Chevrolet at , Pontiac at or Saturn at GM's number for the initial recall is and for the expansion.
Note: Until the recall repairs have been performed, it is very important that customers remove
all items from their key rings, leaving only the vehicle key. Always wear your seatbelt. Show
More. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop
Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation

Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. So how do
you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste
your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find
something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page.
Add Complaint. A faint noise was heard and I pulled the vehicle over to the side of road walked
around the entire vehicle looking to see if anything stood out, assessed the tires, engine and
nothing appeared to be wrong. I proceeded to get on the ramp on and as I went through the toll
booth driving around 40 mph, the car accelerated to a speed of about 87 mph, the steering
could not be controlled it was almost as if it was in a locked position. Once the vehicle took off
at the high speed, it then came almost to a complete stop. The sound of the engine was revving
but the speed was not supporting the sound. I proceeded to brake, use the accelerator and was
going back and forth between the two functions but neither would work. Scared to go into the
flow of heavy traffic, I placed the vehicle in neutral which allowed me to roll down the ramp and
onto the shoulder. I then turned the vehicle off and let it sit and attempted to turn it back on to
remove it more out of the driving lane, but the vehicle would not move - Fort Lauderdale, FL,
USA. In a parking garage on the 4th floor. Backing out of space. While backing up, I hear a loud
boom. Nothing behind me. Thought perhaps a tire failure. Put vehicle in drive to pull forward out
of traffic lane, and the engine accelerated uncontrollably. Brakes wouldn't respond. By the
grace of G-D or reflexes, I turned the wheel to the right to avoid flying through the guardrail and
off the 4th story of the parking garage. Vehicle came to a halt when it smashed into a concrete
support pillar. Both air bags detonated, passenger-side air bag apparently broke the windshield
on that side. Engine shut off. Waited for tow truck for 5 hours. Tow drivers had to jump battery couldn't get front hood open, back door electronic lock non-functional due to dead battery. Tow
driver climbed inside car, removed inside decking to access battery. Tow driver jumped battery,
attempted start. First two or three times, it wouldn't start, eventually on the 4th or 5th time it
started but the engine was racing again. Tow driver put car in reverse and it flew backward I
thought it was going to go off the deck of the garage backwards Vehicle totaled. Have heard of
issues involving stuck idle solenoids, drive train problems, etc. Search CarComplaints. The
contact owns a Chevrolet HHR. While at a stop sign, the vehicle shook violently and stalled. The
lights on the instrument panel illuminated. The failure recurred three times. The vehicle was
taken to the dealer where it was diagnosed, but the technician could not find a failure. The
vehicle was not repaired; however, the failure recurred. The manufacturer was notified of the
failure. The approximate failure mileage was 65, While driving over independence pass in
Colorado at 14, feet, about a half mile from the top on a windy, two lane road with lots of cars
traveling in both directions the car began to stall and stumble. We had to pull over the best we
could not to block traffic this is a two lane no shoulder, no guardrail, mountain highway with
many switchbacks we were headed uphill and with no power had to roll slowly back to the
switchback to turn around. The car would start and stumble just enough to maneuver it around
going down hill. It was 5pm on a Friday evening miles from any retail store and out of cell phone
range so we were pretty desperate. We coasted down the mountain road, starting the stumbling
and sputtering engine when our speed became to much or we approached a switchback so that
the power brakes could be used to slow us down. This went on for minutes until we were off the
hazardous part of the mountain pass and then when we attempted to start the car it remained
running. We will never attempt to get into a hazardous situation with this car ever again. This
could have resulted in serious damage or death. We could have been stranded on this mountain
pass for the evening. This was the second time in a day period this stalling occurred. Other cars
passed us by without issue and in fact I have taken many cars over independence pass in the
past with no issues. I spoke to my dealer and they indicated they were not aware of any issues,
and it must have been the gas. This gas in the first stall two days prior was not local gas, this
gas on the stall on the mountain pass was local gas. In no way I believe it was poor gas related.
I believe there is a serious issue with the programming of the engine control that could have
cost us dearly. After driving several hours, came to a road construction area and stopped for a
couple of minutes and the engine began to stumble and eventually died after a minute or so.
After setting still with the engine and ignition off, the car started back up and went on down the
road without any further incident. The vehicle stalled while stopped at an intersection. The
dealer was unable to duplicate the failure. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was
made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was 71, My vehicle is on gms recall list because
of an ignition problem. I was driving down a small hill on Friday May 2, , when my car shut off. I
had nothing on my ignition key ring when this happened and had just my key in the ignition
when this happened. I called GM and let them know what had happened they offered to give me
a rental car that they will pay for until my car is fixed. My concern is that these cars should not
be on the road because they are a safety hazard to not only the person driving these cars but

also to the people on the road with them, I know GM is doing all that it can to fix the problem
and wonder why they are being allowed to be driven on the roads when they are unsafe. I do not
feel comfortable driving my car because of the risk it poses not only to me but to others on the
road and will be getting a rental. Oh and by the way when my car shut off, it was all I could do to
steer it around the corner because off course my power steering was gone making it difficult to
steer. The contact stated that while driving 45 mph, the engine stalled without warning. The
vehicle was taken to the dealer for inspection where they stated that the throttle body needed to
be cleaned. The vehicle was repaired but the failure recurred. The failure mileage was 55, Not
what you are looking for? Search for something else:. This vehicle works well but it has some
issues. Some of the sensor lights have gone out shortly after I got the vehicle. It shakes when I
slow down on the highway. The review mirror blocks my vision while I drove so I have to
slouch. It is drives good, there are just those minor issues. Only issue was the key lock, the
windows and the door handles have been replaced. Nothing with the motor or the transmission.
The paint job is fading but then again I live in Arizona. Overall a good car that's has given me
just minor issues. I love my car. It is very great on gas mileage and it is very reliable. They may
have a few problems with front end alignment through. I have had a issue with a tune up and it
takes up a lot of miles depending on the area. It has lots of room for guests and it is cozy. I
really enjoy the feel of having a smaller car; for much of my life I drove vans and bigger cars. My
hhr, while lacking a bit in horsepower, is nice and compact, while also having loads of cargo
space. My car was passed down to me from my father, so it was never in 'new' condition for me,
yet it is reliable, gets great gas mileage, and has yet to die! There are not many problems I have
come across while owning this vehicle. The performance and reliability and comfort are most
definitely at an all time high. Problems regarding the car are nothing out of the ordinary then
you are average car problems. Cost of repairs are very reasonable. My vehicle is very
comfortable to sit in and spacious enough for myself, husband and child to ride in together
without feeling cramped. The vehicle also gets pretty good gas mileage which saves on money.
The downside is the appearance of the vehicle, it is not very pleasing. My radio stopped working
after 1 year, the check the airbag light as well Chevy was not able to fix it! Other than that I love
this car not to big and not to little. Gas mileage is great! It is 10 years old and never had any
other problems. I would buy it again if they still made them. Great design. Air is still working
great. This car has made it in many trips to North Carolina and West Virginia. Always starts
every single time. There is a lot of room in the trunk and the two back seats fold forward to
make more room. Then the from passenger seat fouls all the way down for even more room. My
airbag sensor goes off after the problem has already been fixed and the exhaust is broken. But
the car is big enough to take my family on trips and it is pretty reliable, the car has only the
basic stuff that comes with the car. Another problem I have is that one speaker is sort of broken
but will occasionally come on. It gets great gas mileage, very dependable. I have only had minor
issues, such as wheel bearing replaced. I've put over 40, miles on it in a year and a half, and it
still runs great. No major issues at all. Very roomy and easy to drive, runs smoothly. This car is
reliable and spacious. Seats do not provide much lumbar support but overall it is a comfortable
car. The engine runs great with great acceleration. The body of the car is durable and makes
you feel safe and secure while in the vehicle. Speaker system provides a great sound
experience. Ac has always run smoothly and I have cold. This car has lasted me longer than I
thought it would. I drive 60 miles to work and 60 miles back home everyday and have yet to
have an issue with it. This vehicle provides plenty of space with a big trunk. The seats are
comfy as well. It might not be the prettiest car but it is for sure a good one that will last you a
while. I am getting close to thousand miles and it is still running perfectly fine. To date we have
not had any problems with the vehicle it is very comfortable to ride in as well as the ease of the
ride in it. Has new tires so it makes ride nice. It is very roomy and the back seats go down that
you gives you a lot more room to buy groceries, etc. I am getting a new car that is how comfy
the car is. The cars back is spacious. Back seats hurt are too rough. Tires are too small. Brakes
get wasted a lot. Drinks a lot of gas. Headlights burn in 3 months. Short beams do not work it's
rare when it does.. It is a cheap vehicle. Most of the body is plastic. It sounds hollow. It rides
rough. The interior is cheap in stains easily. It is made for a short person. I am 5 foot 3 and I
have the seat all the way back. However, I really do like how the middle row seats go down
easily and makes a large cargo area. The Chevrolet hhr is not built well. It is awful to drive with
too much play in the steering wheel and the inability to travel uphill depending on what mood
the car is in. Backing into a rotting wooden post at 1 mile per hour caused my entire hatch to
cave in to the point that the rear wiper does not even touch the back glass anymore. I hate this
car. I really like my Chevy hhr! At first I wasn't sure about how I felt about the business of the
car. I felt trapped at forest and I almost didn't purchase the vehicle. But I am glad I did. It is
wonderful on gas! Its roomy and comfortable. It is all in all a good family vehicle, once you get

past the business of it. Very dependable car. Rides good, has good gas mileage and can be
used as a cargo vehicle. My car is extremely dependable and has had minimal repairs since I
have owned the vehicle. I would purchase again if they still made them. It is comfortable and
looks good. Very reliable car that is easy on fuel. I do not care much for the horse shape it has
but it can haul about as much as any small truck. I have a very standard model but it is not
lacking for anything I wish it had. The one issue that I have with the hhr is the way it handles on
the interstate, it is not as smooth as I would like. Nothing about this car would ever make me not
recommend it to be bought by someone who was interested in buying it. I love driving my HHR
Chevrolet truck and I am not having any problems I other than I looking to drive a wheelchair
access van because I am not able to walk because of my dependent to an wheelchair. I will be
the new owner in January of and cannot wait for the more money that I will have to spend and
share with the organization that I am with. Do not like we're battery is difficult to replace. Mine
has over , plus miles on it has been very reliable a lot of cargo room, my e bike fits easily and
also several plants. Very comfortable ride. Makes a great car for the beach, easy access to
tailgate. Bought car in with miles. I haven't had any major problems so far. It has 4 doors,
windows are tinted. It has a CD player and radio. It is automatic and I can use flex fuel if I want. I
have driven it to numerous states including Florida. I now have almost , miles on it and it is still
running good. The inside door handles come off kind of easy, if your jerking them too hard. I'll
keep it as long as it lets me. Oddly other than a flat every so often, no issues. It is very nice and
has okay gpm. It is not that bad for being a in car design. It also has rear seats that can come
down to make more space in the back. I love my car for everything that it has gave to me. Like it
runs as if it were still new even 10 year later I bought it used with 56k and now it has k and is
still going hard. It was a well built design. I wish there was a model to replace the one that I have
when I do. It is a fine car it just feels small to me. The windshield feels small and enclosed so I
feel kind of closed in. My wife on the other hand loves it. I dislike driving it but as a passenger it
is a decent vehicle. She has had the car for a few years now and it is still in one piece. I mean
overall it is not too bad. I would personally prefer a different one. I have had a check engine light
on in my hhr since a year after I bought it. I had it checked out and nothing is wrong. My car has
performed well overall and continues to be reliable and fun to own. I like that it has chrome on
the muffler and has a stow and go trunk that makes it easy to get groceries. Change Year.
Owner Reviews See below. Expert Re
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view. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy
Reviews. Performance Reviews. Value Reviews. Problems Reviews. Reliability Reviews. Search
by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Justine B wrote on
October 10, Rocio C wrote on October 5, Tajma M wrote on September 24, Cameron J wrote on
September 18, Devin B wrote on September 14, Julia L wrote on September 11, Klaus P wrote on
September 4, Stefan N wrote on September 4, Brittany D wrote on September 3, Billie J wrote on
September 3, Julie O wrote on September 2, Madison S wrote on August 31, Alana L wrote on
August 22, Daevid R wrote on August 18, Teresa S wrote on August 10, Victoria M wrote on
August 4, Roberta P wrote on July 29, Helen S wrote on July 23, Amanda H wrote on July 18,
Clem W wrote on July 16, Kathy A wrote on July 16, Peggy W wrote on July 16, Christopher W
wrote on July 16, Eric A wrote on July 16, Jennifer J wrote on July 16, Continue to Overview.

